
Swiss Time Systems

Low-noise analog clocks

FLEX LN
The sturdy and elegant analog 
clock FLEX with metal housing in-
spires you reliably through the day.

These versatile clocks cover all in-
door applications – they can be 
used simple and fl exible.

Because of the integrated noise 
dampening, the FLEX LN (low noi-
se) is especially suited for places 
that prioritize a minimum of noise 
exposure, e.g. radio and TV sta-
tions, recording studios.

The FLEX LN is so quiet that even 
highly sensitive microphones do 
not pick it up.

The wall and ceiling set (Ø 30 
/ 40 cm) allows a very quick 
mounting – simply snap it on. The 
FLEX clock is also available with a 
stainless steel housing (V2A).
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Technical details

Ordering information

1) options with additional cost 
FLEX clocks can be delivered in any RAL color (option with additional cost) E.g. FL0.30.R1.M00.200.0.05.RAL9005

Order example:   FL0.30.R1.M00.200.0.06.0000 
(FLEX clock without illumination, Ø 30 cm, MOBALine movement for h/m, mineral glass, stainless steel housing, low-noise)
The sequence number at the end of the key designates special fabrications (e.g. clocks with a special dial). Use the sequence number
0000 (standard fabrication) when ordering; for special fabrications, we will adjust the number. Special fabrications can be reordered
anytime using the sequence number.

Type Illumination Ø Version Movement Dial Covering glass Housing type

FL 0 = none 30
40

R1 = single-sided M00 = SAM 40
M21 = SEM 40
N20 = SAN 40
N21 = SEN 40
I30 = SEI 40

1201

1601

200
210
2301

300
310
360

0 = mineral glass
3 = plexiglas resist1

05 = FLEX standard
low noise

06 = stainless steel V2A
low noise1

Ordering code

Technical data FLEX FLEX LN
Dial diameter 25 - 80 cm 30 / 40 cm

Noise development
(at background noise level 12 dB(A))

at 0.5m (near field): 28 dB(A)
at 2m (diffuse field): 18.5 dB(A)

at 0.5m (near field): 19 dB(A)
at 2m (diffuse field): 14 dB(A)

Weight
(V2A: approx. + 0.3 kg)

30 cm: approx. 1 kg
40 cm: approx. 1.7 kg

30 cm: approx. 1.4 kg
40 cm: approx. 2.3 kg

FLEX LN - Areas of application

The FLEX LN was developed 
in cooperation with the Institu-
te for Broadcasting Technology 
IRT in Munich specifically for a 
minimum noise load, for use in 
places such as:

- radio and TV stations
- recording studios
- operating rooms
- relaxation rooms
- libraries

The noise development of the 
FLEX LN is comparable to our 
previous low-noise movement 
E1G. For more information on 
the FLEX clock series, consult the 
leaflet LE-800853 FLEX.

operating room library recording studio


